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GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
TEACHING

• 213 Course in several disciplines

RESEARCH

• 238 publications

COVID-19

The Future University has made several efforts in many directions, since the beginning and during the Corona period, through awareness campaigns, participation in the manufacture of disinfectants, and vaccination campaigns through partnership with the Ministry of Health and Population.

Online awareness campaign “COVID-19 Pandemic - Challenges and Opportunities for the Labor Market” which was organized by the Community Service Committee at Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration through Webinar Series with some topics including:

- The Repercussions of COVID-19 Pandemic on unemployment, Proposed Remedies, Challenges and Opportunities of COVID-19, and

Along the same line, Community Service and Environmental Affairs Sector in the Faculty of Pharmacy prepared and updated a Comprehensive Guide for the online awareness of COVID-19 based on WHO recommendations about the protection and reduction of the corona virus infection risks. The guide has been disseminated to the students and staff and is freely available for public use.

Several other workshops were organized by the faculties and the university administration convened with topics related to COVID-19 such as, Stress Caused by COVID-19, Continuous Updates about Treatment Protocols, Control and Safety Measures.

A workshop organized by the faculty of Pharmacy in cooperation with EVA pharma and Almoalmeen Hospital.

The students enjoy learning and formulating their own OTC products that they take home or use as giveaways to other FUE students.

FUE Dental Hospital offers crucial role in serving the community through training, treatment, and awareness of dental health. Patients from different poor areas all over Egypt are freely brought to the hospital by the University buses and are treated freely from various dental disorders.

Future Pharmaceutical Factory

Starting from receiving the raw materials, formulation, production till receiving the product and quality control of the manufactured product. The students attend undergrad courses of industrial 1 and 2 during the academic semester. An intensive training program includes a detailed knowledge of different pharmaceutical, incompatibilities, and basic requirements of formulation of different dosage forms. This course helps different community pharmacists and pharmacy owners to produce and sell their own products. The factory played a paramount role during the COVID-19 period through manufacturing and distributing disinfectants and hand sanitizing gels, in recyclable containers, for the students, staff and for the public in different campaigns.

FUE Dental Hospital

Medical Convoys are regularly organized by the Faculty of Pharmacy and the Faculty of Oral and Dental Medicine in several poor areas all over Egypt for awareness about drug use, treatment of some medical conditions and dental disorders or general health check-ups.

The students enjoy learning and formulating their own OTC products that they take home or use as giveaways to other FUE students.

2200 Hand Gel Sanitizers and Facial Masks distributed

Medical Convoys arranged during the past academic year

2000 Patients/Month FREELY treated
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